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Neo4j High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and administer scalable graph database systems for your applications using Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Explore the numerous components that provide abstractions for pretty much any functionality you need from your persistent graphs
	
		Familiarize yourself with how to test the...
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Storage Networks: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This comprehensive guide helps you stay on top of storage networking innovations while understanding the realities of storage networks in the data center. Use the essential concepts of storage networks including architecture, devices, connectivity options, and data organization methods to design and apply comprehensive and successful storage...
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Portable DBA: SQL ServerMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Carry essential SQL Server administration information and troubleshooting  techniques along with you so you can handle a wide variety of tasks on the spot.  This handy resource offers fast access to administrative commands, syntax  diagrams, error resolutions, best practices, and more. With coverage of the most  commonly used SQL Server...
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Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier (One-Off)Que, 2005
You bought your Centrino laptop computer because of its ease-of-use and portability. But are you using your laptop to its maximum potential? Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier will show you what to expect when buying and configuring your laptop and how to use built-in features such as digital...
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Microsoft Visual Basic: Developer's WorkshopMicrosoft Press, 1998

	The authors of this guide present a smorgasbord of tips and techniques for Visual Basic developers. The first part details the new features of Visual Basic 6 and lays out conventions for clear and productive programming style. However, these important preliminary discussions are covered in only two quick chapters, and most of the book is...
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Database Annotation in Molecular Biology: Principles and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Two factors dominate current molecular biology: the amount of raw data is increasing very rapidly and successful applications in biomedical research require carefully curated and annotated databases.  The quality of the data - especially nucleic acid sequences - is satisfactory; however, annotations depend on features inferred from the data...
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Beginning Joomla!, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2009
Joomla!, exclamation point and all, is one of the most searched–for and hired–for open source content management systems in the world. Since 2007, the combination of Joomla! and Dan Rahmel’s bestselling Beginning Joomla!, From Novice to Professional have made it so that all you have to do is read a single...
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Managing Time in Relational Databases: How to Design, Update and Query Temporal DataMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Managing Time in Relational Databases shows how to make the rich information content of bi-temporal data available to business users, while simplifying the design, maintenance and retrieval of that data. Metadata declarations eliminate the need to directly model temporal data. Temporal data maintenance is isolated in code that...
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Assemble the Social Web with zemblyPrentice Hall, 2008

	Use zembly to Create Social Web Applications for: Facebook, Flickr, iPhone, and More!

	

	With zembly you can create mashups and web applications drawing on content from virtually any web site, API call, or data stream. What’s more, zembly makes it as easy to deploy and scale next-generation web applications as it is...
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Introduction to Search with Sphinx: From installation to relevance tuningO'Reilly, 2011

	
		I can’t quite believe it, but just 10 years ago there was no Google.

	
		Other web search engines were around back then, such as AltaVista, HotBot, Inktomi, and AllTheWeb, among others. So the stunningly swift ascendance of Google can settle in my mind, given some effort. But what’s even more unbelievable is that...
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Oracle Database Transactions and Locking RevealedApress, 2014

	Oracle Database Transactions and Locking Revealed provides much-needed information for building scalable, high-concurrency applications and deploy them against the Oracle Database. Read this short, 150-page book that is adapted from Expert Oracle Database Architecture to gain a solid and accurate understanding of how locking...
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C++ in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003

	C++ in a Nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on C++ (and the many libraries used with it) in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline-driven world and need the facts but not the frills. Cross-references link related methods, classes, and other key features. This is an...
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